Working as a member of The Great Earthquake Revival Ambassador
I was born in Nihonnmatsu Japan, but I quickly moved to Tokyo.

I lived there for

nearly seven years .When I was six years old ,I had an invitation from my aunt for marriage
in Austria. In Austria I met for the first time Moroccan family .I was so happy to meet them.
Unfortunately, I could not speak with them cause I could not speak Arabic and French. This
experience inspired me to study aboard. I moved to Morocco to study Arabic, French, and
Moroccan culture. I spent 9 years in Morocco, and I learned lots of things at the same time
I had visited Japan in my summer vacation.
The summer vacation of my last year of junior high school was special for me. I visited
Fukushima and I visited the disaster area of the reactor. I saw an array of things that had
not developed. I told myself that I had to do something for my homeland. Consequently, I
decided to move to Fukushima. In 2018, I entered Motomiya high school. I appreciated my
school for giving me the chance to study in my homeland. After two months as a student in
Fukushima, I made my first step forward my objective. I wrote an essay called Asakawa
Kannichi for Peace Building. The Result was tremendous. I got a certificate for this essay
in a competition. I was so happy, but I realized I was still not helping society. After that, I
found information in my high school about helping Fukushima, and that was Fukushima
ambassador.

It was my chance. I spoke with my teacher to become a Fukushima

ambassador.

The Fukushima journalism company gave me an opportunity to start the

project with them. This year project goal was about health. In July 23-25 me and the member
of high school student moved to Adachi Tokyo. Adachi Tokyo had a great project called
vegetaberaifu. The health history of Adachi Tokyo was catastrophic, so the citizens decided
to do this project to develop good health. The goal of the project was to start eating
vegetables in our breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

As result, the health of citizens improved.

However, I saw another of benefit for making this project in terms of economics part. They
made this project also in a restaurant in Adachi, so many people visited the restaurant
because it is good for health.

「Vege-first」:eat vegetable first
Live healthy long life

